
late. We fail to see, however, how the admirable precept which we 
quoted as our text can be operated. How commute a right which is 
so full in its privileges, that there is nothing tempting left to offer 
in exchange ? Limitation, if not total extinction, is the only course 
to pursue : and we wish the Forest Service every success in its en
deavours to proceed beyond the small initial step it has now achieved. 
We are further gratified to find that its endeavours have had the 
active support of the Dominion Federated Sawmillers' Association 
and of the New Zealand Forestry League. This union of forest 
forces on a matter which strikes deep into the foundations of forestry 
practice is the happiest of auguries for ultimate success. 

FOREST PROTECTION AGAINST PASTORALISTS9 FIRES. 
By C. M. SMITH and A. W. WASTNEY. 

In 1928, the New Zealand Journal of Agriculture published several 
articles on useful species of grasses for hill pasture. Reference was 
naturally made by the author to the usual and necessary practice of 
maintaining an established Danthonia pasture, and of improving a 
partially established one, by periodical burning (i). Similarly in the 
article on "Rat 's tail grass" (Sporobolus capensis) reference was again 
made to burning off the pasture (2). To the pastoralist and the 
.agricultural investigator, interest in the matter largely ceases at this 
point. Certain pasture grasses are maintained or improved, certain 
weeds suppressed, or eliminated by the aid of a good burn at the 
proper season. "Danthonia carries a tire perhaps better than any 
•other grass" (3). 

That same good burn is an annual source of anxiety to the forester 
who has to protect the adjacent milling forest, or young plantation. 
Too often the conflict of agricultural and silvicultural interests leads 
to acrimony-—-and it is to be feared that the majority of pastoralists 
who adjoin unalienated forest lands regard the forest officer as an 
unnecessary affliction with no knowledge of agricultural needs ; 
whilst it is quite certain the all forest officers agree that the most 
fruitful line of research open to their confreres of the Agricultural 
Department would be towards discovery of a satisfactory substitute 
for the periodical secondary burns. For some obscure reason—prob
ably psychological—the primary burn is handled as a rule in more 
amicable fashion. The settler is perhaps at that stage in a more 
sanguine mood than he is after a decade's struggle with weeds and 
second growth ; the forest officer sees more clearly the need, has had 
some months of warning and can anticipate more accurately when 
the danger will arise. One good flare at this stage and the danger is 
over for the season. Whatever be the reason there are certainly 
fewer silvico-agricultural disputes over primary burns than over 
secondary and subsequent burns. 
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The writers were long ago convinced that the secret of true pro
tection of forests from external fires arising out of agricultural second
ary burns lay in a study of the different methods in which differing 
types of vegetation carried fire : and in adapting methods to meet-
each case. Wind direction and the topography of the countryside 
concerned are obvious factors that are taken into account by every 
forest officer prescribing conditions for a burning permit on areas 
adjacent to State Forest. Too often, however, the fire-carrying 
medium is not properly understood—and conditions are made un
necessarily stringent or dangerously lax. Undoubtedly the vegetation 
which is most frequently burned near forest land is either pure 
Danthonia, or Danthonia-bmcken. mixture, or pure bracken.* Dan
thonia pilosa is largely a hill pasture grass ; and over one-half of the 
State Forest areas of the Dominion are hill forests above the settlement 
line. This sufficiently explains the preponderance of Danthonia 
burns in one's own experience ; and the reason for giving a maximum 
of attention to the features of such burns ; for this reason the senior 
author requested Mr. A. W. Wastney, Senior Forest Ranger of Nelson. 
to write shortly on the adaptation of burning methods and times tO' 
vegetation adjoining the forest to be protected. The Nelson Con
servancy has l f million acres of indigenous State Forest, mostly hill 
forest of Nothofagus species abutting upon medium to poor type hill 
pasture. The writer of the succeeding portion has had a life-time 
experience of primary and secondary settlement burning in that 
district : and has for many years past adopted methods of forest 
protection which have been notably successful, with a minimum of 
friction between forest officers and adjoining settlers. 

Methods in Burning off Fern and Danthonia 
in Nelson and Marlborough. 

In the Nelson-Marlborough Forest Conservancy there exist 
several hundred miles of State Forest boundary which are at present 
covered with bracken fern* and dead timber. During the fire season 
these boundaries are a serious menace to the forest, and also in many 
cases to the adjoining settlers, who are afraid to burn owing to the 
accumulation of fern and rubbish on the edge of State Forest. This 
accumulation goes on year after year until finally a fire occurs (often 
started by some person unknown) and another portion of State Forest 
goes up in smoke. Following this fire no grass is sown. Usually the 
burnt-over area is left and fern takes charge and accumulates until 
there is a repetition of the previous fire, and so the destruction goes 
on ; and, although in many cases the destruction is only slight, it is 
gradually eating into the forest. 

Since the inauguration of the State Forest Service a great deal 
has been done towards preventing this destruction, along the lines of 
both advising and actually assisting settlers in burning a break be
tween the private holdings and State Forest. In this respect a great 

* Pteridium esculentum. 
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deal more can be done by going a step further and burning at the 
proper time ; also by sowing these boundaries to prevent the accu
mulation of fern and rubbish. 

Hence arises the question, when is the best time to burn ? 
Speaking from considerable experience, one knows that there are 
quite a few points which must be taken into consideration before 
burning off :— 

(1) Is the object of burning that of forming a firebreak ? 
(2) Is it general clearing for agriculture ? 
(3) Has the country a sunny or a dark shady aspect ? 
(4) Is sowing necessary or is Danthonia already established ? 

It is surprising the number of settlers there are who think it-
matters not when they burn providing the fern will carry fire. From 
experience and observation over a considerable portion of northern 
Nelson-Marlborough, this method is considered to be absolutely 
wrong, for success depends on judiciously-timed burning to a far 
greater extent than many realise. Taking the above four points 
in order :—• 

(1) Burning to form a firebreak : 
If the burning is being done for a firebreak along the boundary 

of a mature indigenous forest, this should be done in the spring 
(when possible) while the green bush is still too wet to carry fire. In 
this district during the spring, a week's fine weather is often ex
perienced with a few days' drying wind, which is usually enough to 
dry fern sumciently to carry fire. If a suitable day is chosen with a 
fair wind it is quite possible to burn a break along the edge of a forest 
without doing any damage whatever to the standing bush. Burning 
at this time not only does away with the danger of fire from dead 
timber, for fern will carry fire long before dead timber is dry enough 
to be a menace ; but also aids fire protection later, for fern will make 
quick growth in the spring, and by the time the dry or fire season 
starts will be found to have made sufficient young green growth to 
act as a very efficient firebreak. This method has proved its value 
many times in this district. Naturally in a scattered district such as 
Nelson-Marlborough it will not be possible to burn an unlimited 
number of firebreaks in one season. Only the most dangerous can 
be done while the conditions are favourable and opportunity offers, 
and it is the forest officer's job to ensure that his main boundaries are 
so protected in a rough rotation. 

While spring is the best season in which to burn firebreaks, this 
is not always possible. Breaks burnt in the autumn are quite effective 
for the following dry season, as a covering of pure fern will carry a 
sweeping fire only every 2—3 years. In burning breaks in the autumn, 
care must be taken that there has been sufficient rain to thoroughly 
wet dead timber and standing bush, and it must further be remem
bered that, after the average summer, one day's drying wind will 
have more drying effect than three days in the spring after the winter 
rains. 
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(2) General Clearing : 
In general clearing for the most effective check to fern, autumn 

burning is the most favoured, especially when the area is to be grassed 
or has scattered grass throughout. This point is further developed 
under (3) below. 
(3) Aspect: 

Cold, shady country should be burnt off earlier in the autumn 
than an exposed sunny face. Often in this class of country it happens 
that one fire takes everything before it, and it is not uncommon to 
see shady fern country being burnt off in January or any time when 
the country will carry fire, the result being as already stared under 
(1) above, a strong growth of fern which is naturally detrimental to 
any grass struggling for existence. This is happily becoming more 
rare for the majority of settlers to-day realise the value of systematic 
burning. 

Late autumn burning of fern gives the most assistance to any 
pasture plant that does not thrive under shade conditions. At this 
time the main growth of fern is over, and although young fronds will 
soon appear after the burn, the season is against their making strong 
growth, and generally speaking, as frosts occur when the young 
fronds are just through the ground, many will be found to be cut 
down. Stock also play a big part in dealing with young fronds. In 
late autumn and early winter stock, chiefly sheep, may be noticed on 
burnt over country and may appear to be wandering aimlessly about, 
but if investigations are made will be found to be grazing on the 
young fern as well as small patches of grass which may occur through
out the area. The chief grasses to be found on this class of country, 
which are worth encouraging, are Danthonia {Danthonia pilosa and 
D. senii-annularis) and Brown Top (Agrostis tenuis). Danthonia 
especially will make quick growth after being burnt off and act as 
an inducement for stock to make tracks through the fern after it 
has come away the following spring. These tracks mean more light 
for other plants of Danthonia ,to become established, and after every 
fire these patches of Danthonia will increase. 

These facts show to what extent autumn burning favours the 
establishment of grass, or encouraging grass that is already estab
lished. In strong contrast to this, spring or early summer burning 
is entirely in favour of the fern, as practically all factors mentioned 
in favour of grass being established are then absent. 

(4) Is Sowing Necessary or is Danthonia Already Established ? 
If the area burnt off was clean bush country anci the dry, open 

and sunny portion is to be sown, then it should be sown as soon after 
the %st autumn rains' as possible : In Nelson-Marlborough this is, 
as a rule, towards the end of March or early in April. The grass then 
has a chance to become established before the heavy frosts. To sow 
following the first fire through bush or scrub country is the most 
important point. If the first season is missed it will be found impos
sible to prevent rubbish from taking charge. To what extent sowing 
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should be carried out on any particular burnt area will depend entirely 
on local conditions and the proportions of dry, sunny country on which 
forest regeneration is practically hopeless. 

In conclusion, forest protection would be greatly facilitated in 
regions of low or medium rainfall and where Danthonia is the most 
suitable pasture-grass, if all the natural forests were bounded by clean 
Danthonia pasture. For the forester such a vegetation adjoining the 
forests would mean much simpler and less costly protective rules than 
those followed in Nelson-Marlborough at present, where fern and dead 
timber are a menace. The advantage would be enhanced in such a 
large scattered district, where, as Danthonia is the predominant grass 
on practically all hill country, and becoming more so every year, 
it is necessary for the settler to use fire to a large extent every season. 
In many places Danthonia is already established and all that is neces
sary in these places is systematic burning ofl at the proper time. This 
will not only lessen the fern danger during the tire season, but will be 
the means of saving our forests from gradual destruction. Once a 
sward of Danthonia is obtained along the edge of a forest, with a little 
reasonable care this forest can be taken as permanently secure from 
a sweeping fire. 

Mr. Bruce Levy, in his article "Grasses and Clovers for Hill 
Country," (i) shows clearly why Danthonia should be used from the 
settlers point of view, and the purpose of this note is to show that, 
properly handled, it can be made useful to forest protection work in 
a region such as northern Nelson-Marlborough. 
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NORTHERLY AND SOUTHERLY ASPECTS AND THEIR 
RELATION TO SITE, GROUND COVER, AND GROWTH OF 
PINUS RADIATA AT GOLDEN DOWNS STATE FOREST. 

By E. B. MOORHOUSE. 

Introductory. 

Golden Downs State Forest comprises some 22,000 acres situated 
approximately midway between south latitudes 41° and 42°. I t 
varies in altitude from approximately 800 feet to over 2,300 feet, 
the greater part being hilly and composed of a series of well defined 
leading ridges and tributary spurs of a particularly regular nature. 
The leading ridges run largely in a general north-south direction so 
that their tributary spurs give rise to many faces of northerly and 
southerly aspect. The plantation is still in a comparatively early 
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